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NEW ARCHAEOLOGICAL FIND IN SOUTHEAST ETHIOPIA 
 Southeast of Harar & the ruins of Harla  

By: Meftuh S. Abubaker, May 16, 2014 

 
This report is the result of a site tour, finding the ruins and identifying its location. This is a new 

archaeological find in the sense we are the first to visiting the remote site to initiate research study to 

determine its archaeological value though it was known to local inhabitants within the area.  

In January of 2013 searching for medieval ruins around Hararge region on satellite I discovered 

images of ruin villages south & southeast of Harar, in Ethiopia. In this historical and ancient region I 

also found several settlements of stone built ruins in various locations within proximity of 5 – 13km 

apart from the medieval wall of Harar. Some of the ruins such as the village of Harawe gei that still 

maintains its old name is believed to be one of the seven settlements mentioned by Professor Ahmed 

Zakaria as the precursor of Harar. Another village of ruins with rectangular shape homes are found in 

the village of Awe Barkhadle among others, just 7km south of the fortified town of Harar.  

 

Fig. 1: “Afeyzaro” measured using Google earth ruler (left). Image found by Meftuh S. Abubaker on January 5, 2013.  
Fig.2. (Right) M. A Measuring one of the ruined wall on March 18/14. 

 
In this paper however I discuss my trip in search of the amazing massive ruins I previously found on 

January 5th 2013 using G.E satellite and my findings. I will also discuss my tour of what is believed to 

be one of the ancient civilization ruins of the Harla people villages just a few Kilometres from Dire 

Dawa on the road to Harar. Very little is known about these monument builders leaving traces of their 

archaeological ruins and artefacts in vast regions of south eastern escarpments of Ethiopia. About 

1285 the Harla region was believed to be stretched from Shoa, in Ethiopia as far as east to the current 

Somaliland capital of Hargeysa. The ruins concentration indicated in map (see fig.14 p.9). 

 
Joint effort in search of Heritage Ruins: 
On March 18, 2014 arranged my journey in collaboration with the Harari Diaspora office head Mr. Mohammed Shash as well as the Harari cultural & tourism office head Mr. Ayoub Jami which I’m in 
debt to facilitating the logistics. Mohammed Shash, Adam Yousuf, Mohammed Fazal & Murad Kamil 

joined me on my quest to the uphill hiking to the ruins located on the mountain southeast of Harar. 

Thanks to all the team for their commitment, and effort to succeed in finding the heritage ruins. 

Without them it wouldn’t be materialized, also my thanks to the FBCGA (Gursum Community in 

Diaspora) for their encouragement and support of such endeavour. 
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Fig.3 From center left to right: Adem Yousuf, Meftuh S. Abubaker & Mohammed Shash with local kids near the ruined village. I 
was glad to see the kids were protective of the ruins. They’ve asked the purpose of our visit.  

 
Ruins found southeast of Harar:  
On March 18th we began our journey at 7:00am. The ambient was very pleasant and sunny blue sky 

with very little cloud, about 20 degree Celsius in the early morning but reached about 25 Celsius as we 

reached the hilltop. Driving we headed east towards the Jigjiga road and south from the village of Qile 

to Bissidimo. Several stone built Argobba villages can be seen along the way on various hilltops, east 

of Hakim Mountain. Our guide Adam Yousuf was describing to us the names of the villages along the 

road, Atero, Koromi, Adash, Saqoy, Umerdin were mentioned among others. We continued west of 

Bissidimo about 3 km to the village of Abiy, here we had to leave the truck and hike up the remote 

mountain about 1.5 kilometres uphill in distance. The ruins were not visible for the necked eye from 

the town down below unless used binoculars, which I carried with me and manage to locate. This town 

seems to be built at the high post on strategic location for its healthy environment and security 

reasons, while overlooking from the hilltop we were able to scan all surroundings for quite far distance. 

It was just breathtaking scenery overlooking the Erer valley from Hakim Mountain.  

 

The Argobba people  

The Argobba people historically known as one of the powerful nation who established the 

Walasma/Wali –Asma dynasty ruling in northern Shoa in late 1200ca. Some found settled around 

Hararge region.  I found the Argobba people living just south of Harar Koromi in particular are a kin to 

Hararis in many aspect, i.e their language, historical, religious, cultural, traditional and nutritional as 

well as Housing architecture. My observation from the site tour and online videos posted in 2007 tour 

of the Koromi village undoubtedly reveals that the people there are more of rural Hararis. Similarly 
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assimilation and interchanging of culture and language with the Oromo people living in the surrounding 

region is documented. 

 

. 
Fig.4. Ruins of a village Photo by: Meftuh S. Abubaker, March 18/14 

Spectacular images of ruins resembling medieval castles appeared once we get to the hilltop village. 

 

The Location: 
 
The location of the ruins is identified from satellite coordinates and interviews with locals. It is located 

at 9°12'21.64" N 42°10'37.34" E, coordinates at elevation 1682 meters. The locals we met near by 

told us the ruined village is called ‘Afeyzaro’. However I find another village of the same name on 

MAPCARTA http://mapcarta.com/13035150 about 2.2km northeast of the ruins. This has yet to be 

investigated and confirmed 

 
Observation: “AFEYZARO”  
 
Reaching top of the mountain near the ruins on the southeast side there is terracing corn farm field 

seem to be used, though mid March is the rainy season in Ethiopia, the ground here was dry and 

resembling more of like a desert environment. Trees, shrubs and vegetation are all dry. The cactus 

tree & its shrubs thrive in this environment. Professor Ahmed Zakaria addressing to the Harari 

Diaspora touring at Koromi in 2007 said “this region 3-4 decades ago it was the land of fertile farm 

with  dens green forest and beautiful scenery, there was no shortage of water like what we see today, 

unfortunately today we see the severe environmental degradation, due to human activity and 

environmental change turning the region to desert, people have to walk miles to fetch water, major 

intervention is needed by community organizations, governments, and international organizations to 

rehabilitate this environment, also urged the Diaspora to play major role in helping the affected 

community, and help finding resources”.  Hiking our way up to the mountain, we noticed watershed 

erosion valley about 5ft deep. Using G.E tool measured the area and breadth of the ruined village, it is 

approximately 22220 square meters, 220 meters in length and 101 meter in width, the perimeter is 

about 640meters, (see fig. 1 above). 

http://mapcarta.com/13035150
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The ruined village ground is covered with cactus shrubs & trees. Also noted accesses to the door ways 

almost all blocked by human activities with shrubs of thorn tree branches to keep out intruders, also 

the room floors are covered with shrubs and vegetation grew naturally. Not far from the ruins found 

cemetery as well as a tomb possibly a grave of a local religious figure, located under large tree on the 

southeast corner of the village.  

 

North of the ruins there is a village at about 420meters in distance and another to the north-east at 

2.2kms. On the west side overlooking provides spectacular panoramic view of the valley. The locals we 

met in the area told us the village is called “AFEYZARO”, named after one of the local leaders of the 

village. They also informed us they were forced to evacuate the village and relocate by the Derg 

regime in the 1970s. Al Haji Afeyzaro is one of the highly respected Argobba village leaders mentioned  

Figure.5(left) & 6(right) Photo by: Meftuh S. Abubaker. (left) the ruined house found at “Afeyzero” Fig.6.(Right) recently 
renovated Harari house in the town of Harar Jugol.  See striking similarity between the two houses.  

 

who met with the founder of Harar administrative ruling Sheikh Abadir Umer Al Rida when he arrived 

to Harar from Arabia in 1200 (Fath Madinat Harar, by Yehya Bin Nasrellah). It is local tradition to 

name a village or build a shrine after the local respected religious figure or tribal leader in the Harar 

Plateau. For instance most of the Argobba villages near by, i.e Awe Barkhadle, Aw Umerdin, Adasha, 

Abogn, Aw Sofi Yahya, Baled Gatur, Madinatul Awlia, Abadir Gei, are all named after highly respected 

religious figures/leaders including Aw Haji Afeyzaro. Ganda Harla (village of Harla people) is named 

after their perspective origin.   

 
The ruined town is consisted of approximately 45-50 stone built homes, some of the walls standing as 

high as 15 feet long and 1.5 - 2 feet thick. The interior architecture of the homes we gained access to 

is strikingly similar to that of the Harari Houses in the fortified town of Harar. The wall is built loosely 

of stones and mud locally found, similar to Harari homes what is called ‘Hashi un’ (Harari). The rooms 

consists of, fore instance in Harari nomenclature, Nadaba Gar (main living room), Taqet (shelf), 

Nadaba dera (closet in the living room), Kirtat (privacy room), Waram moraga(spear rack), Wantaf 

moraga (Rug rack), Dera (storage room)….ect. The ceiling is made of thatched wood and straw (Darbi 

Gar) with mud roofing. The main roof support wood is treated with grey clay mixed with some kind of 

oil, providing shiny smooth texture similar to Harari house ceiling. (See Fig. 5 & 6 above indicating 

similarities between the Argobba & Harari houses). Most of the houses are surrounded with stone built 

walls. In this village there are no huts or an indication of late settlements as we may find in most of 

Argobba villages down below the hills. 
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S. Waldorn writes; “An evidence of the close link between Argobba and Harari is the similarity of their 

Houses. Both are rectangular stone and mud-walled buildings, having raised earthen terraces for 

seating and many similar specifics in the interior”. 
 

Fig. 7 (top) & 8(bottom).  Photo by: Meftuh S. Abubaker. Mar.18/14, well built resembling medieval castle among the ruins 
still standing more than 4 meters high.   
     

Three fairly large buildings standing out differently in size with a large compound and appearance 

among others, these are well built with precession and unique design, resembling medieval castles 

standing as high as approximately 4-5 meters, unlike others the stones are not loose, carved flat on 

top another  (see fig. 7 & 8). One of the buildings has fairly sizable window at about 7feet high with 

arc design on top. This seems to be an indication of possibly a mezzanine floor may have existed in the 

room (see fig.7). It is believed that such mode of stone construction was brought by Arabs from 

yemen, (Tesfaye Hailu, 2000, P.205). These buildings have a large compound surrounded by stone 
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walls (see fig.9). Most of the homes have watch towers as well. The perimeter of one of the largest 

compound wall located in the center of the village is measured 74.5 meters. The compound area was 

measured 18.5m in length and 18.25 widths. The area of the compound is about 342.25 square 

meters (used Google earth ruler). We were unable to gain access to the compounds due to the cactus 

shrubs covering the entire area and thorn fencing to entrances.  

 

 
Fig. 9:  Photo by: Meftuh S. Abubaker. Mar.18/14, the surrounding compound walls, stones removed and used for farm 
terracing by locals in the region. 
 

Problem facing: 

 

This region is quite rich in history and archaeology, yet not well explored or studied. Several more 

ruins are to be found within this region as I’ve mentioned earlier in this paper and some others by 

previous explorers and travellers. Anthropogenic factors are resulting from human influence have on 

the walls. The states of the ruins here quite obvious are in the verge of complete destruction to the 

ground if not planned to salvage what is left of them as heritage site. The local villagers living not far 

from the site use the ground for farming and stones from the ruins for terracing to control the run of 

water. This is out of ignorance of their heritage value as it is shown on this picture (see fig.9).  

  

Conservation Planning: 

 

 Planning and implementation conservation strategies are vital for the protection of “Afeyzaro” 
and many others in the region before their complete disappearance. Establishing ownership and 

harmonious relationship between the locals in the region and the authorities, elevating 

awareness and educating the locals near by the ruins would help to protect from further 

destruction.  
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 Initiating comprehensive research study on the Historical, archaeological and anthropology of 

the ruined site and documenting, also important to make these documents available in libraries 

and museums to be accessed for reference.  

 

Sat Images of Archaeological sites in south & southeast of Harar. 

 
Fig.10: Ruined village visited by Meftuh S. Abubaker on March 18/14  

 

 
Fig.11 locations of ruined villages South & Southeast of Harar 
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Fig:12 Harawe Gei: 5 cluster of settlements, 1-1.5 km apart. Located on the road east from the town of Harar to 

Jigjiga 

 

 
Fig.13. Awe Berkhadle: 7.5 km South of Harar, west side of Mt. Hakim. Here you’ll find a shrine named after 
Awe Barkhadle, spiritual Islamic scholar.  
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The Villages of Harla: 

 
On March 25th Teodros E. Mengesha and I travelled to one of the ancient civilizations villages of the 

Harla people who are believed once to have occupied most of the eastern highland of Ethiopia. This 

population yet little is known about them though left behind traces of stone built monuments, guard 

posts and many artefacts behind in this village and surrounding, also other sites i.e. Ganda Harla, Mt. 

Kundudo/Qundudo to as afar as Somaliland.  

 

 

 
Fig. 14 “Map of Ethnic and political situation of Southeast of Ethiopia about 1285 ac”, this map indicates the region of Harla 
and also provides description and the concentration of the ruins. Source: “Ye Harari na Ye Harar Ketema Tarik” (Abdullahi 
S.A. Bouh 1998ec) 
 

The Harla ruins we toured (Fig.15) is located about 12 km from Dire Dawa to the road to Harar at 

9°29'24.69" N 41°54'34.14" E. The local villagers built their homes of carved stones from the ancient 

ruins that littered the entire field. The ruined wall is built of stack of carved large stone, and no 

plaster is used. The farmers built terracing using such stone to control the run off water as there is in 

abandons on the entire village ground. In this area it is believed there are about 10 settlement Harla 

localities to be found. This was revealed by ETV documentary, Harla, the ancient commercial town 

2010. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NRURg88115Y   

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NRURg88115Y
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Fig.15; Harla ruins near Dire Dawa. Photo By: Meftuh S. Abubaker, March 25/14. 

 

The Harla people once known by the locals as the race of the giants, the origin of civilization in the 

region, and flourishing traders over a thousand years ago were doing trades from inland to overseas 

including with China, Middle East & India. Their settlement citing still exist through their descendants 

around various regions south eastern part Ethiopia, from Awash valley east to the current Somaliland. 

Dr. Philipp Paulitschke mentions Rare Harle Somalis (people of Harla), in Issa region and Ceruli 

mentions the presence of some Harla words in the spoken Somali language in Fafan area which is 

located between Gursum and Jigjiga. during my tour at Harla our guide Ali was telling us about their 

trade routes towards the cost of Zeila.  

 

Most recently another site just 12km south west of Harar a village at Aw-Sofi Qabale with similar stone 

was surveyed by ARCCH in May of 2013, the archaeologist have found various pottery littered the 

ground (see fig.15 on page 10) the village is known by locals named Ganda Harla. These ruins are 

located not far from the village of “Afyezero. “ . 
 
 
Archaeological finding: 
 
During our site tour in the village of Harla we found various archaeological materials or artefacts such 

as an old Islamic coins, pottery, necklace jewellery and stone pit Mancala game board among others. 

Professor Marco Vigano who visited the Harla villages in recent year found 2 Chinese coins at the hand 

of peasants and confirmed to be dated 1039-54 by Prof. Qin. Marco Vigano suggests that Harla was 

trading with China possibly over 1000 years ago.  
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Fig.16: Photo Courtesy Harari Region Culture & Tourism office. This was found 12.5km SW of Harar.  
 

Fig.17: Photo by: Marco Vigano 
     
Archaeological finding: 
 

Professor Marco Vigano confirming the dating of the coins he found at the hands of peasants at Harla. 

The coin reads “Huang Song Tong Bao, casting in Song Dynasty Ren Zong reign”. The exact date they 

have been cast is from 1039 to 1053 AD”.  
 

Marco Vigano also recently explored one of medieval Muslim Sultanate town of Adal kingdom located 

55 kilometres North West of Harar currently known as “Darbiga”  meaning Stone wall, 5 km north to 

the town of Chinacsan. Marco found stone wall fort on top of the hill. This medieval town was one of 

the trade posts for caravans traveling from Harla & Harar to the east cost towards Barbara, the port in 

Northern Somalia or currently Somaliland.   
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Islamic coins found at Harla region, near Dire Dawa, collected by local peasants. 

 
Fig. 18: the two sides of Islamic coins found at Harla. Photo by: Meftuh Shash March 25/14. Not dated as of yet. 
 

As we were walking along the field I noticed a watershed erosion exposing part of the underground. 

From this it reveals various types of bones, and several pieces of pottery.  This is one of fascinating 

regions I came across If explored and archaeological research is conducted would reveal the history 

and anthropologic of this once powerful nation that occupied South eastern Ethiop. I find it very rich in 

history as well as archaeology. 

 

Ancient African Game locally known as Mancala/Gebeta/Qur boards found in Harla & 

Gursum rock Shelter 

 
Fig.19(left) and 19 (right): Photo by: Meftuh Shash. Pit marks on the stones are Mancala game board found at Harla ruins 
(left) & Gursum Mt. Stinico Rock shelter (Right). 

 

Mancala/Gebeta/Qur (local name): It is one of the oldest games that have been played in Africa 

from the ancient times until today in all over part of Africa from young to old from cities to villages. 

(Ancient Africa) in Ethiopia similar stone pit game board was found in Aksum dated between 6th – 7th 

century. Mancala, (Online Wikipedia, the free encyclopaedia)   
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Conclusion:  
 

 South-eastern Ethiopia is rich in history and archaeology where little study is conducted 

compared to the Northern part of the country.  I found surrounding Hararge region in particular 

which provides several clues of the presence of archaeological sites. This may require more 

satellite research and observation on the ground. Fore instance villages like Harawe gei, Awe 

Barkhadle, are the typical examples of ruins yet to be investigated. 

 Initiating archaeological & anthropologic research study, evaluating their archaeological value, 

planning conservation methods including digitalizing and promoting to the world would help to 

generate some revenue towards the rehabilitation of the village and the local economy.  

 Severe environmental degradation due to human activity and environmental change is turning 

the region to more of like desert environment. People have to walk miles to fetch water, major 

intervention is needed by community organizations, governments, Non Government 

Organizations and international organizations to rehabilitate the environment. Engaging the 

stake holders, planning reforestation, educating and elevating awareness among the 

community is crucial to help alleviate poverty and improve the livelihood of the community 

living in the region.  
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